Yes, and...

| |
|

Yes, and...
We discover something
valuable or helpful while
doing so.

Yes, but...

| | |
| |

Yes, and...

We are able to get to
safety for a short time.

We learn something
important or useful when
doing so.

Yes, but...
Something unrelated
goes horribly wrong
for you.

Yes, but...
I’ll get badly hurt in
the process.

I’m not happy with
having to save you.

Yes, but...
You’ll still be badly
hurt in the process.

Yes, but...
Rescuing you has
unintended consequences.

Yes, but...

| |
| | |

Yes, but...
Doing so puts myself
in danger.

Yes, but...
You’ll just get into danger
immediately again.
(Describe a new danger and
ask for help again.)

Yes, but...
You’ll have to sacrifice
something dear to you.

Perhaps...

|
| |

Yes, but...

Doing so puts another
character (neither you
nor I) in danger.

I’ll have to sacrifice
something dear to me.

perhaps...
But only if you agree to
help me in my goals.

But only if you reveal
a terrible secret to me.

no, but...
Your death will help
someone else succeed.

| |
Your death reveals
important information.

no, but...

Your death has unexpected
consequences.

no, and...

| |

no, but...

I’ll try to save you and only
get myself in danger.

no, and...

Someone else is put in
danger as well.

|

The Questioner

When important decisions need to be made in the game and no player has a clear answer for the
question you ask the deck. We call this “consulting the oracles”. To consult the oracles, do the
following:

*First, someone at the table identifies that there is an unresolved issue.
*You can ask a leading question, if you wish.
*You draw a card from the oracle deck.
*You hand the oracle card to another player of your choice. That player interprets the card.
*Then you hand the oracle card to a different player. The second player offers a second different
interpretation.

*You will decide which one of these two answers is the true one.
*The player whose answer was not chosen receives this card as a consolation prize.

